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Abstract

With the advent of recent advances in Natu-001
ral Language Understanding, large scale Lan-002
guage models(LM’s) have started performing003
commonsense reasoning tasks similar to human004
beings. Tiered Reasoning for Intuitive Physics005
(TRIP) is an annotated commonsense reasoning006
dataset that enables multi-tiered examination of007
computers’ reasoning process. In this project,008
we investigated some approaches to improve009
baseline performance of TRIP. Our Empirical010
results show that XLNet model performs simi-011
lar to baseline results, while T5 model performs012
poorly. Ensemble models show their power in013
increasing accuracy of story classification, as014
they combine the best predictions from mul-015
tiple models, but decrease the consistency as016
compared to baseline performance, which sug-017
gests a tradeoff between the two metrics.018

1 Introduction019

The knowledge of commonsense in everyday life020

such as ‘Elephant can’t be put in a fridge’, ‘Don’t021

touch a hot gas stove’ helps us navigate the circum-022

stances in daily life smoothly, and creating systems023

which can mimic this commonsense reasoning sim-024

ilar to humans has been an active area for research025

for a long time (Gunning, 2018).026

It is not that easy to create algorithms that can027

grasp natural language. Natural language has its028

own level of intricacy and ambiguity. Ambiguities029

can arise at various levels, including word mean-030

ing, syntactic structure, and semantic interpreta-031

tion. Traditionally, Natural Language Understand-032

ing (NLU) systems have addressed ambiguities by033

utilising information from the textual context (for034

example, surrounding words and phrases), such as035

distributional approaches (Lenci, 2008)036

For natural language modelling, Transformers037

have proven to be the most effective neural net-038

work architecture. Unlike recurrent neural net-039

works (RNNs), which process text in a sequential040

manner, Transformers use self-attention to com- 041

pute in parallel an attention weight for each word 042

from the input text, allowing for significantly more 043

parallelization than RNNs for large-scale model 044

training (Vaswani et al., 2017) 045

Recent innovations in pretrained language mod- 046

els from (Devlin et al., 2018) and (Liu et al., 047

2019) have enabled NLP systems to perform closer 048

to human beings in terms of language understand- 049

ing. However, one significant distinction between 050

human and machine text comprehension is that 051

people have access to commonsense information 052

while processing text in their minds, which allows 053

them to make conclusions about things that are not 054

explicitly stated in the text but are thought to be 055

common knowledge (Modi et al., 2017). 056

(Storks et al., 2021) propose a new dataset called 057

TRIP targeting physical commonsense reasoning. 058

In TRIP, models are given two similar pair of sto- 059

ries, and they should attempt to identify which story 060

is plausible according to commonsense, through 061

detecting conflicts in either story and the physical 062

state. In this project, we built up on this work by 063

trying a few other approaches which we hypothe- 064

sized might improve the baseline performance. 065

2 Related Work 066

Unsupervised learning has been used to discover 067

simple commonsense relationships. For example, 068

(Mikolov et al., 2013) show that by learning to 069

predict adjacent words in a sentence, word vec- 070

tors can be used to answer analogy questions such 071

as: Man:King::Woman:?There have been various 072

lines of research recently that have focused on com- 073

monsense reasoning. A lot of effort has gone into 074

developing benchmark datasets that may be used to 075

assess a system’s performance on language process- 076

ing and common sense reasoning tasks and spur the 077

development of novel approaches to the problems. 078

Several challenges have been proposed to evaluate 079

machine intelligence based on commonsense, such 080
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as The Winograd Schema Challenge (Levesque081

et al., 2012), which tries to resolve pronoun am-082

biguity using commonsense. (Bisk et al., 2020)083

evaluates the task of multiple choice text classifi-084

cation addressing physical commonsense. Another085

dataset, SWAG (Zellers et al., 2018), evaluates086

grounded commonsense inference by predicting087

the next scene given the current one. It is also088

a multiple-choice dataset with four other ways to089

continue the given description.090

All of the above projects use multiple-choice091

datasets in which the user must select the correct092

option without providing any explanation as to why093

the machine chose that option. This raises doubts094

about the system’s ability to comprehend the deci-095

sion taken. None of the preceding works examines096

a direct grasp of commonsense by requiring a logi-097

cal justification for a decision. (Wang et al., 2019)098

published a dataset that needs a system to select an099

unreasonable statement from a pair of statements100

and anticipate the correct rationale for its selection.101

They also used cutting-edge language models like102

BERT (Devlin et al., 2018). They have, however,103

experienced a drop in performance for explanation104

tasks. (Rajani et al., 2019) created a Commonsense105

Auto-Generated Explanation (CAGE) framework106

for commonsense QA challenge (Talmor et al.,107

2018). In its main technique of Reasoning, CAGE108

finetunes a language model based on the question109

and all possible answers. During training, the lan-110

guage model used Common Sense Explanations111

(CoS-E) as a referential explanation. The CoS-E112

dataset was created by hand and consists of reasons113

provided by users who were given the question, all114

answer options, and the proper label. This method115

was used to enhance a classifier in order to antic-116

ipate the answer to the multiple-choice question117

that was first posed.118

There are several other works which evaluate119

common sense reasoning on other tasks such as on120

adversarial generation (Zellers et al., 2018), event121

validation (Wang et al., 2018), reading compre-122

hension (Ostermann et al., 2018) etc. They assess123

whether a system has common sense by seeing if124

it can offer a valid answer when the input lacks125

such knowledge. The activities listed above do not126

evaluate commonsense validation directly, nor do127

they highlight the key aspect that must be consid-128

ered in a commonsense language understanding129

procedure.130

Figure 1: Maximum Confidence Ensemble Illustration

Figure 2: Maximum Voting Ensemble Illustration

3 Proposed Approaches 131

3.1 Adapting XLNet and T5 to TRIP 132

We built up upon the TRIP paper which used only 133

BERT architecture models. We hypothesized that it 134

might be interesting to see how pre-trained XLNet 135

(Yang et al., 2019) and T5 (Raffel et al., 2019) 136

Huggingface models perform on the TRIP dataset 137

since both are also top performing models on the 138

GLUE benchmark and they have differing archi- 139

tectures relative to the BERT-based models used in 140

the paper. Since XLNet uses permutation language 141

modelling, in which all tokens are predicted in ran- 142

dom order, but BERT’s masked language model 143

only predicts the masked tokens, the model is able 144

to learn bidirectional relationships and hence we 145

believed that it would be able to handle word de- 146

pendencies and relations better. T5 also uses a 147

transfer learning paradigm, by encoding the differ- 148

ent tasks as text instructions in the input stream, 149

the T5 model addresses a wide variety of many- 150

to-many and many-to-one NLP tasks in a unified 151

manner, and hence we thought of experimenting 152

with these two models for TRIP. 153

For XLNet, we needed to modify the TRIP code- 154

base to support passing in XLNet’s model param- 155

eters to train the model. Most of XLNet’s model 156
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parameters already existed in the TRIP codebase157

as the necessary code was already written to train158

other pre-trained Huggingface models. However,159

some parameters used different names which is160

why additional parameter names had to been read161

in order to successfully adapt XLNet.162

While attempting to adapt T5 to TRIP, we dis-163

covered that we were required to pass in the de-164

coder input ids for the base T5Model. Thus, we165

had to modify various functions called in the TRIP166

codebase to support generating and passing in the167

decoder input ids. We also tried training other168

types of T5 models like the T5EncoderModel and169

T5ForConditionalGeneration since they did not170

need the decoder input ids to be passed in, making171

it easier to get initial results.172

3.2 Ensemble Learning for TRIP173

After adapting XLNet and T5 to TRIP, we at-174

tempted to implement and evaluate an ensemble175

method’s performance on TRIP. In (Liu, 2020), the176

author observed that ensemble learning performed177

well on the tasks since complementary models can178

correct each other to get better results. We were179

able to see which individual models perform the180

best against TRIP tasks based on the current base-181

line works (BERT, RoBERTa, DeBERTa) as well182

as the additional XLNet and T5 we adapted. We183

believed that it could be possibly effective and inter-184

esting to vary the ensembles used for different parts185

of the TRIP tasks similar to how Liu was able to186

achieve better performance on different SemEval187

subtasks. Thus, we trained and cached multiple188

models to evaluate the effectiveness of ensembling.189

3.2.1 Maximum Voting Ensemble190

For this approach, we first independently train each191

of the models that make up the ensemble. Us-192

ing the the best performing version of each model193

from training, we call the functions needed to eval-194

uate the models’ performance on the testing dataset.195

This generates predicted labels for the various TRIP196

tasks such as story choice predictor and conflict197

detection. We iterate through the testing dataset198

predictions made for each task and compare the199

predicted labels of each model to generate a final200

prediction for the ensemble. For the story choice201

predictor task, since the predicted labels are binary,202

we set the ensemble’s predicted label as the mode203

of the tasks that was the most chosen. This works204

well for when we use an odd number of models. In205

the case where we use an even number of models,206

we choose to make the ensemble’s prediction label 207

the same as a specified model. For both ensem- 208

bles we used, we chose to specify this model as 209

the RoBERTa baseline model since it performed 210

the best overall as seen in the previous work by 211

(Storks et al., 2021). For the conflict detection task, 212

we proceeded along the similar lines, as the mode 213

of the conflicts detected by the individual tasks, 214

and in case of a tie, we labelled the conflict predic- 215

tion of the ensemble model to be the prediction of 216

RoBERTa baseline model, as explained above in 217

the story choice classification task. The illustration 218

for maximum voting ensemble is shown in figure 2 219

(Image Source - 1). 220

3.2.2 Maximum Confidence Ensemble 221

For this approach, we modified the TRIP codebase 222

to also return the probability of each of the pre- 223

dicted story task labels generated when a model is 224

evaluated on the testing dataset. As a result, each 225

model gave its prediction probability of class 0 and 226

1 respectively, by taking the maximum of it, we 227

get the probability of the class predicted by the 228

model. We iterate through the testing dataset pre- 229

dictions for each task and identify which model 230

in the ensemble has the highest story probability 231

(confidence). A simple visual illustration of this 232

approach is shown in figure 1(Image Credit - 2), in 233

which the prediction is simply the model with high- 234

est class prediction probability. This model’s pre- 235

dicted story label is then chosen as the ensemble’s 236

story label along with its value for ‘valid explana- 237

tion’. For the conflict task, the method for selecting 238

the ensemble’s prediction labels is the same as the 239

previous ensemble where the conflict prediction of 240

the ensemble model is the conflict prediction of the 241

individual model with highest confidence. 242

4 Dataset Used 243

The only dataset we used for this project was TRIP 244

dataset introduced by (Storks et al., 2021). Source 245

code for running the evaluation pipeline and repro- 246

ducing the results is available in 3. 247

5 Evaluation 248

We primarily experimented with the ‘Omit Story 249

Choice Loss’ framework in (Storks et al., 2021) as 250

1https://sebastianraschka.com/pdf/lecture-
notes/stat479fs18/07ensemblesslides.pdf

2https://towardsdatascience.com/ensemble-learning-
using-scikit-learn-85c4531ff86a

3https://github.com/IsaacFung/eecs-595-final-project
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Figure 3: The blue line (A) displays the validation accuracy of the XLNet-base-cased model. The red line (B)
displays the validation accuracy of the T5-small model. The orange line (C) displays the validation accuracy of the
T5EncoderModel. All of these models shown above were trained with a learning rate of 1e-5 over ten epochs. They
were found to be the best performing versions of the models after tuning the learning rate during training.

we are interested in classifying stories correctly and251

verifying them with coherent supporting evidence.252

This metric for evaluation is reported as ‘Verifia-253

bility’ by the authors. BERT and ROBERTA were254

the top two performing models as reported by the255

authors in TRIP dataset with respect to verifiability256

metric. On the other hand, accuracy is a traditional257

metric which simply measures the proportion of258

stories which are correctly classified. Consistency259

measures the proportion of examples in which sto-260

ries are correctly classified and conflicts are cor-261

rectly identified as well. Hence we show all the262

results of our new approaches in comparison to263

these two metrics.264

265

Figure 4: The validation verifiability for the XLNet-
base-cased model trained with a learning rate of 1e-5
over 10 epochs (the model trained in Figure 3).

5.1 XLNet and T5 Results266

For both XLNet and T5, we trained the models267

using a batch size of 1 in order to be consistent268

with the previous baseline models. We also trained269

all models over ten epochs.270

5.1.1 XLNet 271

We trained XLNet with a learning rate of 1e-5 272

as that was the learning rate that the baseline 273

RoBERTa model used. As we can see from tables 274

1 and 2, adapting XLNet for TRIP led to compara- 275

ble results for the accuracy and verifiability with 276

the existing baselines established by (Storks et al., 277

2021). Furthermore, in figure 3, it appears that XL- 278

Net’s validation set accuracy begins to converges 279

at epoch 8, reaching 74.2% accuracy at epoch 10. 280

In figure 4, we can see that XLNet has a validation 281

verifiability of 0% and jumps suddenly to 3.4% at 282

epoch 5. It appears that the validation accuracy also 283

jumps at epoch 5, demonstrating that the model 284

likely needed to reach a certain accuracy level in 285

order to start having verifiable results. Since the 286

results were already comparable to the baseline, 287

we did not focus on tuning the learning rate and 288

instead focused on adapting T5 for TRIP. 289

5.1.2 T5 290

For both the T5EncoderModel and T5Model, we 291

initially trained them with a learning rate of 1e- 292

4 since the Huggingface documentation for T5 293

advised that for most problems using a learning 294

rate of 1e-4 or 3e-4 was suitable for T5. We 295

were originally using the T5-base model. How- 296

ever, while training the T5Model, we encountered 297

a runtime CUDA error where we ran out of mem- 298

ory for the GPU we were using. Thus, we had 299

to train a smaller instance of T5, T5-small. We 300

ended up abandoning our approach of using the 301

T5ForConditionalGeneration model and only used 302

the T5EncoderModel and T5Model (T5-small) 303

since we ran into difficulties with how TRIP was au- 304

togenerating labels. T5ForConditionalGeneration 305

is supposed to convert the labels it is given to the 306
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decoder input ids that can be passed in its T5 model.307

However, we ended up encountering incompatible308

shape errors when trying to train the model. Al-309

though we tried to modify the shape of the labels310

tensor to fix this, we realized it did not make con-311

ceptual sense and consequently abandoned using312

this version of T5.313

For the T5EncoderModel, training it on a learn-314

ing rate of 1e-4 resulted in a testing set accuracy,315

verifiability, and consistency of 43.3%, 0%, and316

0% respectively. The T5Model also resulted in 0%317

verifiability and consistency, and had an accuracy318

of 38.2%. The highest validation accuracy for the319

T5EncoderModel and T5Model across all epochs320

were 49.9% and 49.7% respectively. Additionally,321

the validation accuracy and loss for both models322

kept on fluctuating between approximately 43%323

and 50% which suggested that the models were not324

learning anything over the ten epochs. Thus, we325

decided to try to re-train the model with some hy-326

perparameter tuning. Since the accuracy and loss327

bounced up and down, this could possibly suggest328

that the learning rate is too large which is why we329

chose to adjust the learning rate to 1e-5 and train330

the models again.331

After re-training the models, the accuracy and loss332

still bounced up and down over the ten epochs.333

However, there was also small increases in perfor-334

mance. The story prediction accuracy on the testing335

dataset for the T5EncoderModel and T5Model in-336

creased to 49.0% and 41.9% respectively as seen337

in table 1. The verifiability and the consistency338

of both models remained at 0% as displayed in ta-339

bles 2 and 3. The validation accuracy over the ten340

epochs where these versions of the models were341

trained has been plotted as (B) and (C) under figure342

3. While training over the ten epochs, the valida-343

tion accuracy ranged from approximately 45% to344

51%. The final epoch also resulted in the highest345

accuracy whereas the previous configuration’s mod-346

els with a learning rate of 1e-4 had their highest347

validation accuracy at epoch 3. As we can see, this348

configuration improved performance for accuracy349

but it still does not appear to be learning.350

Evidently, even after re-training the model with351

a lower learning rate, the performance of these352

models is extremely poor. They performed worse353

than picking randomly between the two possible354

classes of 0 and 1, suggesting that both versions355

of the T5 model are not learning from the training356

dataset or they are learning incorrectly.357

Model Accuracy(in %)
XLNet 74.6

ROBERTA(Baseline) 73.6
BERT 73.9

T5Encoder 49.0
T5-small 41.9

Table 1: Accuracy comparison - XLNet and T5

Model Verifiability(in %)
XLNet 7.4

ROBERTA(Baseline) 10.6
BERT 9.0

T5Encoder 0.0
T5-small 0.0

Table 2: Verifiability comparison - XLNet and T5

5.2 Ensemble Results 358

Due to time constraints, we only focused on the 359

taking the ensemble of the story and conflict pre- 360

dictions and did not take into account the precon- 361

ditions and effects. Since XLNet gave comparable 362

results to the baselines established by (Storks et al., 363

2021), the ROBERTA model, we chose XLNet as 364

one of the models. We didn’t choose T5 as one of 365

the models for our ensemble approach, because it 366

gave poor results as displayed in Table 2. To add 367

two other models to our ensemble, we also picked 368

ROBERTA and BERT since they were strong base- 369

line models. Together, these models made up the 370

maximum voting and the maximum confidence en- 371

sembles. 372

5.2.1 Maximum Voting Ensemble Results 373

As indicated in Table 4, the maximum voting en- 374

semble achieved a fairly higher accuracy of 77.2% 375

for the story predictions compared to the baseline 376

ROBERTA model’s accuracy of 73.6%, indicat- 377

ing the effectiveness of this approach for increas- 378

ing the accuracy. However, as seen in Table 5, 379

the ensemble’s verifiability was only 6.0% com- 380

pared to the baseline model’s verifiability of 10.6%. 381

Additionally, the consistency metric of the maxi- 382

mum voting was also 6.0% which is significantly 383

lower than the consistency of the baseline models. 384

ROBERTA achieved a consistency of 22.8% and 385

BERT achieved a consistency of 28.0%. Thus, it 386

appears that there is a large tradeoff between in- 387

creasing accuracy and decreasing verifiability and 388

consistency when using this ensemble approach. 389
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Model Consistency(in %)
XLNet 23.4

ROBERTA(Baseline) 22.4
BERT 28.0

T5Encoder 0.0
T5-small 0.0

Table 3: Consistency comparison - XLNet and T5

Model Accuracy(in %)
Max Voting Ensemble 77.2
ROBERTA(Baseline) 73.6

Table 4: Accuracy Comparison - Maximum Voting En-
semble

5.2.2 Maximum Confidence Ensemble Results390

As indicated in Table 6, the maximum voting en-391

semble achieved a fairly higher accuracy of 76.3%392

for the story predictions compared to the base-393

line ROBERTA model’s accuracy of 73.6%, in-394

dicating the effectiveness of this approach for in-395

creasing the accuracy. Also, as seen in Table 7,396

the ensemble’s verifiability of 9.4% is relatively397

close to the baseline model’s verifiability of 10.6%.398

Additionally, the consistency metric of the maxi-399

mum voting was also 9.4% which is significantly400

lower than the consistency of the baseline models.401

ROBERTA achieved a consistency of 22.8% and402

BERT achieved a consistency of 28.0%. Thus, it403

appears that there is a large tradeoff between in-404

creasing accuracy and decreasing consistency when405

using this ensemble approach while the verifiability406

is relatively unaffected.407

6 Discussion408

6.1 Adapting XLNet and T5 to TRIP409

6.1.1 Difficulties410

Adapting XLNet and T5 to TRIP took longer than411

expected due to the heavier conceptual knowledge412

and engineering efforts required to integrate T5 to413

TRIP. Some of the model parameters for XLNet414

had different names compared to the parameters415

of models that TRIP was already integrated with.416

Thus, to integrate these parameters, we had to read417

these additional potential parameter names for XL-418

Net. For T5, we also had to read in its specific419

model parameter names as well as do some modi-420

fications to various functions called during model421

training. The T5EncoderModel was able to run422

after logic to read in its specific model parameter423

Model Verifiability(in %)
Max Voting Ensemble 6.0
ROBERTA(Baseline) 10.6

Table 5: Verifiability Comparison - Maximum Voting
Ensemble

Model Accuracy(in %)
Max Confidence Ensemble 76.3

ROBERTA(Baseline) 73.6

Table 6: Accuracy Comparison - Maximum Confidence
Ensemble

names was added. However, the base T5 model, 424

‘T5Model’ required some additional decoder in- 425

put ids that had to be passed for the specific model. 426

Thus, we added logic to account for this throughout 427

the training functions involved. While training the 428

base T5 model, we encountered a runtime CUDA 429

error where we ran out of memory for the GPU we 430

were using. Thus, we had to train a smaller instance 431

of T5, T5-small. We faced a lot of engineering chal- 432

lenges in getting TRIP to run with T5, spending a 433

week and a half on it before proceeding to work 434

on the ensemble methods. We had difficulties with 435

learning the codebase in such a short amount of 436

time which made it difficult to fully comprehend 437

which areas of the codebase we should modify. We 438

still attempted to modify multiple parts of the code- 439

base to adapt T5 to TRIP and were eventually able 440

to get it running, albeit with poor results. 441

6.1.2 Results Comparison 442

For XLNet, we were able to obtain a story pre- 443

diction accuracy of 74.6% which is similar to 444

the ROBERTA baseline model’s 73.6% accu- 445

racy. We also achieved a verifiability of 7.4% 446

and consistency of 23.4% which was also sim- 447

ilar to the ROBERTA baseline model’s scores 448

of 10.6% and 22.4% respectively. However, we 449

achieved significantly worse performance for both 450

the T5EncoderModel and T5Model. We achieved 451

story prediction accuracies of 49.0% and 41.9% re- 452

spectively. The verifiability and consistency of both 453

models was also 0%. Thus, it is evident that we 454

had much greater success adapting XLNet to TRIP 455

compared to T5. We suspect that both T5Models 456

are not learning. This is because the validation 457

accuracy of both models did not improve across 458

epochs and instead bounced up and down in the 459

40% to 50% range as can be seen in Figure 3 (B) 460
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Model Verifiability(in %)
Max Confidence Ensemble 9.4

ROBERTA(Baseline) 10.6

Table 7: Verifiability Comparison - Maximum Confi-
dence Ensemble

and (C). Both versions of T5 were initially trained461

with a learning rate of 1e-4,and since the accuracy462

and loss were bouncing up and down, it appeared463

that maybe that the learning rate was too large.464

Thus, we retrained both versions of T5 with a learn-465

ing rate of 1e-5 and noted small improvements with466

the same pattern of bouncing up and down for the467

accuracy and loss.468

6.1.3 Next Steps469

It appears that there might be something funda-470

mentally incorrect with our integration of the T5471

models with TRIP that will definitely need fur-472

ther investigation beyond hyperparameters. Some-473

thing that could be causing the issue is that our474

current integration is incompatible with how the la-475

bels for the previous work’s models are generated476

in TRIP. They are currently generated for every477

model. Thus, we initially assumed that we could478

use the T5ForConditionalGeneration model since it479

is supposed to automatically generate the decoder480

input ids if given the labels. However, we ended up481

encountering incompatible shape errors. Although482

we attempted to manipulate the shape of the la-483

bels tensor to resolve this error, we realized it did484

not make conceptual sense and consequently aban-485

doned using this version of T5. For the T5Model486

we did manage to get running, it is possible that487

the decoder input ids that we are generating and488

passing throughout training is still incorrect. As489

a result, more attempts should be made to modify490

this part of the codebase to address potential errors.491

6.2 Ensemble Learning Approaches492

6.2.1 Difficulties493

For the ensemble learning paradigms, to simplify494

our analysis, we focused on applying ensemble495

techniques to only make predictions for story and496

conflicts, because for the remaining two attributes,497

‘preconditions’ and ‘effects’, the predictions were498

in a form of nested dictionaries, which made it very499

difficult to apply any ensemble learning techniques500

given our timeframe.501

6.2.2 Results Comparison 502

The maximum voting ensemble achieved the high- 503

est accuracy of 77.2%. However, both the maxi- 504

mum voting ensemble and maximum confidence 505

ensembles outperformed the baselines in terms of 506

accuracy in story classification as displayed in Ta- 507

ble 4 and Table 6 respectively. The maximum con- 508

fidence ensemble also achieved a verifiability of 509

9.4%, similar to the baseline of 10.6% as men- 510

tioned in Table 7 which somewhat validates our 511

hypothesis that ensemble learning has the power 512

to improve the performance in TRIP. The current 513

performance is worse for the conflict prediction of 514

the ensemble model, since we made an assumption 515

that the model which has the highest confidence in 516

classifying stories should be the model used to as- 517

sign the conflict predictions to the ensemble model. 518

We made this assumption for the consistency in an 519

effort avoid overfitting the data, but it seems that 520

this is might not be ideal. 521

6.2.3 Next Steps 522

The conflict predictions of the ensembles lagged 523

behind in performance compared to the story pre- 524

dictions accuracy and verifiability. Therefore, we 525

believe it could make sense to emphasize creat- 526

ing customized ensemble techniques that focus on 527

the conflict predictions to see if it is possible to 528

improve baseline performance in this task. Fur- 529

thermore, it might also make sense to attempt an- 530

other ensemble learning methods such as stacking 531

that involves actually training the ensemble of the 532

models together. We can approach stacking in a 533

way like it is shown in figure 5 (Image Credit - 534
4). The training set can be used in base-classifiers 535

to train layers and produce a new feature matrix 536

for the meta-classifier layer. The meta-classifier 537

layer chooses a suitable classifier for final predic- 538

tion classification. The maximum voting ensemble 539

and maximum confidence ensemble approaches we 540

tried both entail training all the models separately 541

and combining their testing set predictions to gen- 542

erate the ensemble’s predictions. Thus, it might be 543

interesting to try using an ensemble approach in 544

the training workflow itself. 545

7 Conclusion 546

Commonsense reasoning is a challenging task for 547

machines, to understand nuances and complexi- 548

4https://www.researchgate.net/figure/The-architecture-of-
the-stacking-ensemble-learning-In-the-base-classifiers-the-
trainingf ig1335156833
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Figure 5: Stacking Ensemble Illustration

ties of events like humans and interpret their se-549

mantic representation. In this project, we stud-550

ied the performance of XLNet and T5 models on551

TRIP dataset, in which XLNet gave us results sim-552

ilar to the baseline, while T5 performed poorly,553

which suggests us that XLNet might be employed554

in the future work of TRIP. Ensemble learning also555

achieves better performance in terms of accuracy556

and maintained similar verifiability at the expense557

of conflict detection performance.558

8 Division of Work559

This project required us to combine our efforts most560

of the times and we were committed to help each561

other. We faced a lot of engineering challenges,562

so we chose to brainstorm a lot of ideas together563

to get through them. Saurabh worked on training564

XLNet, with Isaac helping him though the trou-565

bleshooting of documentation of XLNet and BERT566

based models whereas Isaac worked on training567

the T5 model with Saurabh helping him on debug-568

ging the code, and understanding the intricacies of569

T5. For ensemble learning approaches, we both570

were involved in conceptualization of the idea that571

we undertook, and Saurabh worked on maximum572

voting ensemble paradigm and Isaac worked on573

maximum confidence ensemble paradigm.574
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